
Year 1: ‘My Learning Newsletter’

A message from your teachers... Other curriculum focus...

Hello again Year One. We hope you are well. We have started to see more of the lovely sunshine again and 
we hope you have managed to get out in your gardens to enjoy it. 

Hopefully you are all still managing to go out on your daily walks and get plenty of exercise. It is really 
important that we keep our bodies and our minds active.

Once again we have given you all of the activities we are carrying out in the classroom so you can complete 
them at home with the help of your mams and dads.

We miss you all a great deal and can’t wait to see your gorgeous smiling faces soon.
Stay safe everyone.

Lots of love
Mrs Woodhouse, Mr Hunter, Mrs Kish, Mrs Nixon and Mrs Baxter xx

Wellbeing and Exercise

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z9v3kqt

There are lots of things that happen in our lives that make us 
feel angry. 

It is normal to feel angry but how can we cope with feeling 
angry in a positive way?
Watch the short video by clicking on the link above. 

Design a poster illustrating coping mechanisms for dealing 
with anger.

English and Phonics

Phonics - This week there are two sessions of phonics each day. Each session consists of two or three activities 
that involve, ‘word building, reading and writing, dictation or revisiting a previous sound’. Look at how to 
carry out each activity with your child before you begin.
English -Please carry out the activities linked to the text, ‘Sayeeda, the pirate princess’. All activities are based 
on the ‘Talk for Writing’ framework.

Maths

This week we are completing, ‘Multiplication and division’ and moving onto ‘Fractions’. Look at the work for 
each day and try your best to complete it. Remember to use apparatus such as counters, pebbles, sweets etc. 
 There are some helpful links on some of the activity pages.

Remember to Keep Active! See our Useful Links Page for more details

I feel  angry 
when my 

friends won’t 
play with me.

I feel angry 
when I don’t 
get full marks 
in my spelling 

test.

I feel angry when 
someone pushes 
in front of me in 

the line.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z9v3kqt


Maths activities - Multiplication and division - Making equal groups - Monday

   



Maths activities - Multiplication and division - Sharing equally - Tuesday
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=sharing+equally+year+one+video&ru=%2
fsearch%3fq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26form%3dANN
TH1%26refig%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d
1%26pq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26sc%3d0-30%26q
s%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42&view=detail
&mid=CE5015FFCD7065CBFD5CCE5015FFCD7065CBFD5C&&mmscn=vwrc&
FORM=VDRVRV

                                               
                                                                  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=sharing+equally+year+one+video&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26form%3dANNTH1%26refig%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26sc%3d0-30%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42&view=detail&mid=CE5015FFCD7065CBFD5CCE5015FFCD7065CBFD5C&&mmscn=vwrc&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=sharing+equally+year+one+video&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26form%3dANNTH1%26refig%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26sc%3d0-30%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42&view=detail&mid=CE5015FFCD7065CBFD5CCE5015FFCD7065CBFD5C&&mmscn=vwrc&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=sharing+equally+year+one+video&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26form%3dANNTH1%26refig%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26sc%3d0-30%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42&view=detail&mid=CE5015FFCD7065CBFD5CCE5015FFCD7065CBFD5C&&mmscn=vwrc&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=sharing+equally+year+one+video&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26form%3dANNTH1%26refig%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26sc%3d0-30%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42&view=detail&mid=CE5015FFCD7065CBFD5CCE5015FFCD7065CBFD5C&&mmscn=vwrc&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=sharing+equally+year+one+video&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26form%3dANNTH1%26refig%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26sc%3d0-30%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42&view=detail&mid=CE5015FFCD7065CBFD5CCE5015FFCD7065CBFD5C&&mmscn=vwrc&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=sharing+equally+year+one+video&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26form%3dANNTH1%26refig%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26sc%3d0-30%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42&view=detail&mid=CE5015FFCD7065CBFD5CCE5015FFCD7065CBFD5C&&mmscn=vwrc&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=sharing+equally+year+one+video&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26form%3dANNTH1%26refig%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dsharing%2bequally%2byear%2bone%2bvideo%26sc%3d0-30%26qs%3dn%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dc7ff5e8fcc714173b8908533199bff42&view=detail&mid=CE5015FFCD7065CBFD5CCE5015FFCD7065CBFD5C&&mmscn=vwrc&FORM=VDRVRV


Maths activities - Fractions - Half of a shape- Wednesday

                                              
                                                                  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUf
LWCNkH6w

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUfLWCNkH6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUfLWCNkH6w


Maths activities - Fractions - Half of a number - Thursday

                                               
                                                                  https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/power

point-finding-half-of-shapes-and-numbers-631
4777

 

1

                                               
                                                                  

https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/powerpoint-finding-half-of-shapes-and-numbers-6314777
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/powerpoint-finding-half-of-shapes-and-numbers-6314777
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/powerpoint-finding-half-of-shapes-and-numbers-6314777


Maths activities - Fractions - Quarter of shapes - Friday

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-U-oQD7
XWA                                                

                                                                  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-U-oQD7XWA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-U-oQD7XWA


Phonics  - How to carry out each activity

Word building                                                     Reading and writing                              Revisit previous sound - seek the sound
                   

                                                                  
                                                                 

                                                                    
                                                                 Dictation                                             Revisit previous sound - sound review 
                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                           

Read the following sentence to your child using 
some of the words you’ve just built and words 
containing the spelling of previous sounds 
learned. 
Her worm was hurt. She had been too firm.

Children to write the sentence correctly.

Recap the spelling of trickier words e.g was, if 
your child is spelling them incorrectly.

Say -Today we are going to find some of the different 
spellings for the sound e.g  ‘er’. 
Ask - What sound are we listening for?
           
Build the following words with your child using post it 
notes. 
Say - These are the sounds we need to build hurt. Can 
you build the word saying    Example:
 each sound as you put 
it in place (h-ur-t)

hurt
her
worm
learn
firm

Say - How many different spellings for ‘er’ do we have? 

Children to write each of the words saying the sounds as 
they write them down. 
They will underline the different spellings for e.g ‘er’      

Say - Today we are revisiting a previous sound we’ve learned 
- eg ‘ae’
Read the text and underline each word in the text that contains 
the ‘ai’ sound.

She plays in the rain as she waits for her dad. She makes a 
mess and has great fun.

Make columns with each of the spellings for the ‘ai’ sound. 
Children to write the words down in the correct column, 
saying the sounds as they write them.

ai                 ay              a-e                ea     
t

h
ur

h ur t

Say - We are going to read and write some words 
we’ve previously built with the e.g. ‘er’ sound

Say - What does this say? - ‘hurt’

Children to write down the spelling for the ‘er’ sound 
and underline it. They will write the word under the 
underlined spelling saying the sounds as they write it. 

Repeat with other words with different spellings for ‘er’

ur                er            ir          or
hurt

Say - Today we are going to read some words we’ve seen before - 
They all have the eg ‘ae’ sound in them.

Four words will be written down  containing the different spellings 
for ‘ae’. E..g rain, play, great, snake and four lines will be drawn on 
paper.

Point to a word and ask your child what it says. E.g. play
Children will write down the spelling ‘ay’ on one of the lines and 
write the word underneath, saying the sounds as they write it. Repeat 
for other words.
___ai______      __________    _________    __________



Phonics Activities - Monday

Word building                                                     Dictation                                                       Revisit previous sound - seek the sound  ‘ar’ (ar, a, al) 

fort
hawk
small
warm
haul
walk

Word building                                                      Dictation                                                    Revisit previous sound - seek the sound ‘ar’ (ar, a, al) 

pork
draw
tall
wart
Autumn
stalk
                             

Session 1 - ‘or’ sound - six different spellings (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

Session 2 - ‘or’ sound - six different spellings (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

We went for a walk when it was 
warm.

I draw a tall tree in Autumn.

Children will underline then write the words.

Arthur came off his bike at top speed. "Mum! 
Mum! My arm, I can't move it!" shouted 
Arthur. "Look!"

Children will underline then write the words.

"Try to stay calm," called Mum. "Did you fall 
on it?" "Yes, I tried to stop myself from 
falling," cried Arthur.             



Phonics Activities - Tuesday

Reading and writing                                                                                                                Revisit previous sound - seek the sound  ‘ar’ (ar, a, al) 
 

Reading and writing                                                                                                             Revisit previous sound - seek the sound  ‘ar’ (ar, a, al) 

Session 1 - ‘or’ sound - six different spellings (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

  

Session 2 -  ‘or’ sound - six different spellings (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

           

dwarf
author
chalk

swarm
August
talk

Children will underline then write the words.

"Try to stay calm, Arthur," said Dad. "We will 
take you to see the doctor." "I would rather 
go straight to hospital. He will need an 
x-ray," said Mum.

Children will underline then write the words.

At the hospital, Doctor Palmer said, "It's 
good you were wearing your helmet or your 
injuries might have been much worse. Now, 
let's have a look at this arm, Arthur. 

Children will read and write words they’ve previously built

born
claw
all

Children will read and write words they’ve previously built

cork
crawl
also



Phonics Activities - Wednesday

Word building                                                     Dictation                                                     Revisit previous sound - sound review - ‘or’ (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

air
bare
bear
there
heir
*mayor
*prayer

Word building                                                      Dictation                                                    Revisit previous sound - sound review ‘or’ (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

         

Session 1 - ‘air’ sound - seven different spellings (air, are, ear, ere, eir, ayer, ayor) 

Session 2 - ‘air’ sound - seven different spellings (air, are, ear, ere, eir, ayer, ayor) 

chair
dare
pear
where
their

There is a bear over there.

‘’Where is my pear?” said the girl.

Children will read and write the words.
fort                       walk
hawk                    haul
small
warm

Children will read and write the words.
pork                   Autumn
draw                  stalk
tall
wart



Phonics Activities - Thursday

Word building                                                     Dictation                                                       Revisit previous sound-seek the sound ‘or’ (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

fair
pair
fare
swear

 

 Word building                                                                                                                        Revisit previous sound -seek the sound ‘or’ (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

 
hair
care
share
tear 
                       

Session 1 - ‘air’ sound - seven different spellings (air, are, ear, ere, eir, ayer, ayor) 

Session 2 - ‘air’ sound - seven different spellings (air, are, ear, ere, eir, ayer, ayor) 

                                                             Dictation                                            

We must care for our hair.

Children will underline then write the words.

Last week we went to the zoo. My uncle Rory 
is a keeper. He looks after the big cats. Every 
morning at dawn he cleans their cages and 
puts down sawdust and fresh straw. 

Children will underline then write the words.

Then he gives them water and some raw 
meat. When they’ve eaten they often stretch 
and yawn.  

     

We both have a pair so it is fair.



Phonics Activities - Friday

Reading and writing                                                                                                                 Revisit previous sound -seek the sound ‘or’ (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

Reading and writing.                                                                                                               Revisit previous sound - seek the sound ‘or’ (or, aw, a, ar, au, al) 

                             

Session 1 - ‘air’ sound - seven different spellings (air, are, ear, ere, eir, ayer, ayor) 

Session 2 - ‘air’ sound - seven different spellings (air, are, ear, ere, eir, ayer, ayor) 

Children will read and write the words.

Most of the big cats were born in the zoo, 
though some were caught in the wild. Rory 
always takes care never to get too close. 

Children will read and write the words.

Tigers, lions and leopards have sharp claws 
in their paws and they also have sharp teeth 
in their jaws. 

air
bare
bear
there

chair
dare
pear
where
their

heir
mayor
prayer



             You can listen to an audio version of this story here: https://soundcloud.com/talkforwriting/sayeeda/s-ewAQuMNjrJt

https://soundcloud.com/talkforwriting/sayeeda/s-ewAQuMNjrJt


Literacy Activity - Monday



Literacy Activity - Tuesday

Who said what?

Look at the sentences and draw a line to match 
them up to the speaker.

In your books try to write the sentences, using the 
word said at the beginning.

Remember when writing dialogue a comma is 
needed after said and speech always begins with a 
capital letter.

Sayeed’s father said, “Don’t open your treasure box 
on deck.”

The dolphin said, “Hold onto my back and hold my 
fin.”



Literacy Activity - Wednesday

Look at each sentence.

Try to write the answers in full sentences.

E.g.

1.  Sayeeda liked to spend her days at 
____________.

2. She liked to ____________ the best.

3. Sayeed’s father told her not to open her 
treasure box on the galleon because 
___________.

etc

Quiz time



Literacy Activity - Thursday

Look at the definitions below and match each word to 
the correct meaning.

Ships with sails used a very long time ago.

A gentle wind.

Moving quickly, down through the air.

Jewellery that can be pinned to clothing.

To move in a smooth manner.

Exploring words together

       galleon
brooches

         breeze

      swooped

            glide



Literacy Activity - Friday

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-when-i-w
as-one-i-sucked-my-thumb/zhbyt39

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-when-i-was-one-i-sucked-my-thumb/zhbyt39
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-when-i-was-one-i-sucked-my-thumb/zhbyt39


Wellbeing

How to cope with feeling 
angry!


